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Abstract

We present a comparison of ILD detector models focusing on observables affected by jet
reconstruction. The impact on the search for invisible Higgs decays is evaluated. The tar-
get physics process is e+e� ! qqh with h ! invisible at

p
s = 500 GeV, studied for two

beam polarization configurations. The result is given in terms of the 95% C.L. upper limit
on the branching ratio of invisible Higgs decays. We study the breakdown of the effects
that degrade the mass reconstruction, including semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm
quarks, beam background from gg interactions, beamstrahlung, and initial state radiation,
from which the effect due to the jet energy resolution is deduced. It is found that, by varying
the resolution by 10%, the upper limit changes by 4±1%.



1 Introduction

1. Introduction

In this note, we present a study of the invisible decay of the Higgs boson at the 500 GeV ILC, focusing
on the reconstruction performance of the ILD detector models, especially in the jet reconstruction. The
process of e+e� ! qqh with h ! invisible at

p
s = 500 GeV is shown in Fig. 1. This study focuses on

the Higgs-strahlung process by reconstructing the hadronic Z decay. The recoil mass technique is used
to reconstruct the Higgs decay. Various effects that degrade the di-jet and recoil mass reconstruction are
investigated in this study.

<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Figure 1: Invisible decay of the Higgs boson.

In the Standard Model, the branching ratio of the invisible Higgs decay via the process of h ! ZZ⇤ !
4n is estimated to be approximately 0.1%. The Higgs boson is an excellent probe to study new physics
beyond the Standard Model (BSM) which couples to the Higgs sector. For example, in Higgs portal
models [1], the dark sector couples only through the Higgs field, resulting in a sizable change in the
branching ratio of the invisible Higgs decays which could be detected experimentally. BSM search via
invisible Higgs decays is effective for new particles whose mass is less than half of that of the Higgs
boson.

Currently, the observed (expected) limit on the invisible Higgs decays at the LHC is 19% (15%), at
95% confidence level, as obtained by CMS [2], and 26% (17%) by ATLAS [3]. These limits are expected
to be improved at lepton colliders, such as the ILC, in which the initial four-momenta of the incoming
beams are known precisely. The invisible Higgs decays can be studied with high accuracy using the recoil
mass technique at the ILC. In particular, the 250 GeV ILC can achieve 0.25% assuming an integrated
luminosity of 2 ab�1 [4][5][6].

In this process, the final state is very simple, comprising of only 2 jets from the Z boson as visible
objects and missing momentum from Higgs as invisible objects which is reconstructed with the recoil
mass technique [7][8]. The recoil mass is defined as follows:

m2
rec = (

p
s�E1 �E2)

2 � |~p1 + ~p2|2, (1)

where (Ei, ~pi) (i = 1,2) is the four-momentum for each jet. In principle, there is no confusion due to jet
clustering. Thus, it is expected that the di-jet mass resolution and the recoil mass resolution are largely
determined by jet energy resolution (JER).

Nevertheless, there exists other effects that degrade the mass resolutions, such as beam backgrounds
by gg ! low-pt hadrons and beam spectrum, which could affect the dependence on JER. In addition, the
jets from bottom and charm quarks can have sizable missing energy via semi-leptonic decays. The recoil
mass resolution is also affected by ISR and beam spectrum effects.

In this study, these various effects are individually isolated. This allows to estimate the impact of the
prospective improvement in each effect. We evaluate the dependence of the detector performance for
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2 MC Samples

invisible Higgs decays in terms of the relation between the upper limit (UL) on BR(h ! invisible) and
JER.

2. MC Samples

Signal and background samples have been generated with Whizard1.95 [9] taking into account the
ISR effect. Beamstrahlung is modeled by GuineaPig [10], and decay of short-lived particles and
hadronization is considered by Pythia [11]. The full detector simulation based on Geant4 [12] is
performed using the ddsim/DD4HEP [13] framework.

Two detector models are studied. Their schematics are shown in Fig. 2. The larger detector is called
ILD_l5_o1_v02 (IDR-L) and the smaller detector is called ILD_s5_o1_v02 (IDR-S). The beam
backgrounds from gg interactions and e+e� pairs are generated according to Ref. [14], which are overlaid
on top of all samples before the event reconstruction. Events are reconstructed using a particle flow
algorithm (PandoraPFA [15]) in the Marlin framework [16].

The processes of signal and background used in this analysis are listed in Table 1. The process of
e+e� ! qqh with h ! ZZ⇤ ! 4n is used as a pseudo-signal sample. According to the “H-20” ILC
running scenario [17], the overall integrated luminosity at

p
s = 500 GeV is assumed to be 4.0 ab�1, for

all polarization configurations. In this analysis, the following two configurations of beam polarization
are considered, (Pe� ,Pe+) = (⌥0.8,±0.3). The integrated luminosity for each of these two polarization
configuration is assumed to be 1.6 ab�1.

Table 1: List of processes used in this analysis.
type process name final state cross section [fb]

(-0.8,+0.3) (+0.8,-0.3)
Higgs qqh_zz_4n (signal) qq4n 7.0 4.7

higgs_ffh ffh 257.7 81.5
2f 2f_Z_bhabhag eeg 3375.7 3224.2

2f_Z_hadronic qq 19625.1 11663.4
2f_Z_leptonic µµ , tt 3397.4 2735.9

4f 4f_singleW_leptonic enµn , entn 1620.5 191.9
4f_singleW_semileptonic enquqd 4853.0 571.8
4f_singleZee_leptonic eeee, eeµµ , eett , eenµ nµ ,

eent nt

7150.7 7066.7

4f_singleZee_semileptonic eeqq 1882.5 1754.2
4f_singleZnunu_leptonic µµnene, ttnene 163.6 18.5
4f_singleZnunu_semileptonic neneququ, neneqdqd 558.8 67.8
4f_singleZsingleWMix_leptonic eenene 652.0 111.7
4f_WW_hadronic ucqdqd, uuds, uudb, ccds, ccsb 4494.4 288.4
4f_WW_leptonic µnµ tnt 462.7 30.1
4f_WW_semileptonic qqnµ µ , qqnt t 5571.7 359.9
4f_ZZ_hadronic ququququ, qdqdqdqd, uuss,

uusb, uubb, ccdd, ccdb, ccbb
407.5 182.9

4f_ZZ_leptonic µµµµ , tttt , µµtt , ttnµ nµ ,
µµnt nt

36.4 23.7

4f_ZZ_semileptonic µµqq, nµ nµ qq, nt nt qq, ttqq 366.1 190.0
4f_ZZWWMix_hadronic uudd, ccss 3746.8 270.0
4f_ZZWWMix_leptonic µµnµ nµ , ttnt nt 480.3 39.8
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3 Evaluating the Upper Limit of Invisible Higgs Branching Ratio

Figure 2: Comparison of IDR-L (blue) and IDR-S (red).

3. Evaluating the Upper Limit of Invisible Higgs Branching Ratio

In this section, we describe the procedure and results of the analysis to evaluate UL on BR(h! invisible).

3.1. Setup

We assume a center-of-mass (CM) energy of
p

s = 500 GeV, and two beam polarization configurations,
(Pe� ,Pe+) = (⌥0.8,±0.3). An integrated luminosity of 1.6 ab�1 is assumed for each beam polarization
configuration, which is based on the ILC running scenario [17].

3.2. Isolated Lepton Rejection

Isolated leptons are identified using the IsolatedLeptonTagging processor [18]. Events contain-
ing isolated leptons are rejected. The parameters for isolated lepton finding are summarized in Table 2,
where ECAL is the energy deposit in the entire calorimeteric system, p is the momentum, EECAL / EHCAL
is the ratio of energy deposit in the electromagnetic calorimeter and hadron calorimeter, and Eyoke is the
energy deposit in the Yoke. A multivariate analysis (MVA) is used based on a double cone method. A
selection on the MVA output is applied.

Table 2: Parameters for isolated lepton finding. For the multivariate analysis, the weight files trained forp
s = 500 GeV are used.

variable requirement
e µ

ECAL/p 0.5-1.3 < 0.3
p > 5 GeV > 5 GeV

EECAL/(EECAL +EHCAL) > 0.9 -
MVA output > 0.8 > 0.8

3.3. Jet Clustering and Beam Background Removal

After rejecting events containing isolated leptons, jet clustering is performed using the Durham algorithm
[19] as implemented in the LCFIPlus processor [20], forcing the particles in the event into two jets.
The removal of beam background particles from gg interactions is simultaneously performed by merging
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3 Evaluating the Upper Limit of Invisible Higgs Branching Ratio

very forward particles into “beam jets” [21]. In each step of the clustering, the distance yi j between
particle i and j and ybeam

k between particle k and the beam axis is calculated as follows:

yi j =
2min[E2

i ,E
2
j ](1� cosqi j)

E2
vis

(2)

ybeam
k =

2E2
k a2(1� cosqk)

E2
vis

(3)

where Ei is the energy of particle i, Evis is the energy sum of all the visible particles, qi j is the opening
angle between particles i and j, qk is the angle between particle i and the beam axis, and a is the rejection
parameter which is optimized as 5.0 for this study. If the minimum of yi j is smaller than the minimum of
ybeam

k , the particles i and j are merged. If not, the particle k is removed as the beam background.

3.4. Event Selection

After the event reconstruction, the event selection is performed. The requirements of the event selection
and the number of remaining events are listed in Tables 3-4 for IDR-L and Tables 5-6 for IDR-S. The
number of signal events (Nsig) and the signal selection efficiency (esig) are shown. The number of back-
ground events (Nbkg) and the background selection efficiency (ebkg) are shown for the total background
events. The significance is computed using Nsig/

p
Nsig +Nbkg. The selection variables are defined as

follows: Nlep is the number of isolated leptons, Npfo is the number of reconstructed particles by PFA
(“particle flow objects (PFOs)”), Ncharged is the number of charged particles among the PFOs, pT j j is the
transverse momentum of the di-jet system, Mj j is the invariant mass of the di-jet system, and Mrecoil is
the recoil mass computed against the di-jet system. The pre-selection (“pre-cut”) is applied as follows:
pT j j > 10 GeV, Mj j 2 (61,121) GeV, and Mrecoil 2 (0,400) GeV. The recoil mass distribution after the
event selection except the recoil mass is shown in Fig. 3 for IDR-L and Fig. 4 for IDR-S.

In Sec. 5, the relation between JER and UL is extracted. This is achieved by replacing the reconstructed
variables for the signal sample with the ones computed by removing degradation effects using generator-
level information as discussed in Sec. 4. The reconstructed variables for the background samples are not
replaced.

Table 3: Selection table for IDR-L, (Pe� ,Pe+) = (�0.8,+0.3). Refer to the main text for the definition of
the selection variables.

selection Nsig (esig) Nbkg (ebkg) significance
No cut 11147 (1.000) 9.456⇥107 (1.000) 1.15

Nlep = 0 11094 (0.995) 6.454⇥107 (0.682) 1.38
Pre-cut 9910 (0.889) 4.427⇥106 (0.047) 4.71

Npfo > 15 & Ncharged > 6 9792 (0.878) 3.959⇥106 (0.042) 4.92
pT j j 2 (50,250) GeV 9515 (0.854) 1.288⇥106 (0.014) 8.35
Mj j 2 (80,120) GeV 8856 (0.794) 1.050⇥106 (0.011) 8.61

Mrecoil 2 (0,330) GeV 8554 (0.767) 7.344⇥105 (0.008) 9.92
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3 Evaluating the Upper Limit of Invisible Higgs Branching Ratio

Table 4: Selection table for IDR-L, (Pe� ,Pe+) = (+0.8,�0.3). Refer to the main text for the definition of
the selection variables.

selection signal (efficiency) all bkg (efficiency) significance
No cut 7515 (1.000) 4.620⇥107 (1.000) 1.11

Nlep = 0 7473 (0.994) 3.096⇥107 (0.670) 1.34
Pre-cut 6653 (0.885) 1.184⇥106 (0.026) 6.10

Npfo > 15 & Ncharged > 6 6580 (0.876) 982838 (0.021) 6.62
pT j j 2 (50,250) GeV 6394 (0.851) 244999 (0.005) 12.75
Mj j 2 (80,120) GeV 5953 (0.792) 196107 (0.004) 13.24

Mrecoil 2 (0,330) GeV 5739 (0.764) 152716 (0.003) 14.42

Table 5: Selection table for IDR-S, (Pe� ,Pe+) = (�0.8,+0.3). Refer to the main text for the definition of
the selection variables.

selection Nsig (esig) Nbkg (ebkg) significance
No cut 11147 (1.000) 9.456⇥107 (1.000) 1.15

Nlep = 0 11098 (0.996) 6.456⇥107 (0.683) 1.38
Pre-cut 9922 (0.890) 4.399⇥106 (0.047) 4.73

Npfo > 15 & Ncharged > 6 9783 (0.878) 3.916⇥106 (0.041) 4.94
pT j j 2 (50,250) GeV 9504 (0.853) 1.287⇥106 (0.014) 8.35
Mj j 2 (80,120) GeV 8791 (0.789) 1.041⇥106 (0.011) 8.58

Mrecoil 2 (0,330) GeV 8481 (0.761) 726546 (0.008) 9.89

Table 6: Selection table for IDR-S, (Pe� ,Pe+) = (+0.8,�0.3). Refer to the main text for the definition of
the selection variables.

selection signal (efficiency) all bkg (efficiency) significance
No cut 7515 (1.000) 4.620⇥107 (1.000) 1.11

Nlep = 0 7473 (0.994) 3.098⇥107 (0.671) 1.34
Pre-cut 6655 (0.886) 1.171⇥106 (0.025) 6.13

Npfo > 15 & Ncharged > 6 6576 (0.875) 965177 (0.021) 6.67
pT j j 2 (50,250) GeV 6390 (0.850) 244543 (0.005) 12.76
Mj j 2 (80,120) GeV 5917 (0.787) 192827 (0.004) 13.27

Mrecoil 2 (0,330) GeV 5691 (0.757) 150597 (0.003) 14.40
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Figure 3: Full simulation result of recoil mass after event selection except the recoil mass with IDR-L.
The branching ratio of H ! invisible is assumed to be 10%. Left: (Pe� ,Pe+) = (�0.8,+0.3).
Right: (Pe� ,Pe+) = (+0.8,�0.3).
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Figure 4: Full simulation result of recoil mass after event selection except the recoil mass with IDR-S.
The branching ratio of H ! invisible is assumed to be 10%. Left: (Pe� ,Pe+) = (�0.8,+0.3).
Right: (Pe� ,Pe+) = (+0.8,�0.3).

3.5. Upper Limit Estimation

After the event selection, we estimate the 95% C.L. UL on BR(H ! invisible). First, we calculate the
significance from Nsig and Nbkg after the selection, computed for each bin of the recoil mass distribution
with a bin width of 5 GeV and then combined in quadrature. Then, the UL is calculated with the
combined significance using the following formula:

UL95%CL[%] =
10[%]⇥1.65

signi f icance(BR = 10%)
(4)
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4 Impact of Various Effects on Mass Resolution

4. Impact of Various Effects on Mass Resolution

In this section, we describe the procedure and results to estimate the impact of various effects on the
di-jet mass and recoil mass distribution of signal process.

4.1. Direct Comparison between IDR-L and IDR-S

As mentioned in Sec. 1, the goal in this study is to obtain the relation between UL on BR(h ! invisible)
and JER. One way to achieve this is to directly compare the ULs with several setups of detector simulation
which have varying JER values. This can be achieved for the two detector models, IDR-L and IDR-S,
for which sufficient MC sample statistics is available. As a first step, we compare the di-jet mass and
recoil mass distributions of the signal process for the two models, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Comparison of IDR-L and IDR-S with full simulation. Left: di-jet mass distribution. Right:
recoil mass distribution.

This result shows that the difference in the JER between the two models is small compared to the
overall mass resolutions. A more sophisticated procedure is thus needed to derive the relation between
UL and JER using these samples.

4.2. Sources of Degradation of Mass Resolution

The mass resolution includes several types of degradation. The following four effects are studied, in
addition to JER. The parenthesized text is used as the abbreviation of the effect.

A. Semi-leptonic decays in Z ! bb/cc (sld)

B. Piled-up background by gg interaction (overlay)

C. Beam spectrum (BS)

D. Initial state radiation (ISR)

These effects are listed in order of increasing potential for improvement. For sld, a method to correct
the four-momenta of jets has been devised [22]. In this method, the isolated leptons decayed from heavy
quarks are specified, and the energy of the neutrino estimated based on that energy is corrected. This
method was not applied in this study. For overlay, the beam background particles can be removed during
jet clustering step. As already mentioned in Sec. 3.3, this study adopted a method based on the Durham
algorithm. For BS and ISR, the higher the collision energy, the more influential. At present they are
difficult to remove and are under consideration.
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4 Impact of Various Effects on Mass Resolution

4.3. Isolating Degradation Effects using Generator-level Information

The generator-level information is used to isolate each degradation effect defined above. We compare
the di-jet mass and recoil mass distributions for the signal sample after isolating each effect.

A. Recovery of missing particles in jets

All neutrinos not originating from the Higgs boson are identified. Their four-momenta are added to those
of jets. The recovery is especially significant for bottom and charm jets. In this note, this procedure is
referred to as “w/o semi-lep. decays” or just “w/o sld”.

B. Removal of gg ! low-pt hadrons

The overlaid particles from gg reaction are removed perfectly. This procedure is referred to as “w/o
overlay” in this note.

C. Beam spectrum

It is necessary to know the actual CM energy in order to obtain the recoil mass accurately. The actual CM
energy differs from the design CM energy due to the beam spectrum. The actual CM energy is obtained
by taking the sum of the generator-level four-momenta of the final-state particles as follows:

PEcm = Ph +Pq +Pq +PgISR1 +PgISR2 (5)

where PX means the four-momentum of X . This procedure is referred to as “w/o BS” in this note.

D. Initial state radiation

In this procedure, the ISR photons are identified and all reconstructed particles associated with the ISR
photons are eliminated. The CM energy is adjusted according to the following equation:

PEcm =
p

s�PgISR1 �PgISR2 . (6)

This procedure is referred to as “w/o ISR” in this note.
In addition, if we assume “w/o BS & ISR”, the Ecm becomes

PEcm = Ph +Pq +Pq. (7)

4.4. Recoil Mass Performance in Ideal Environment

The results are shown in Figs. 6-7. In addition, we compare the IDR-L and IDR-S models after removing
the four effects in Fig. 8. There is only a small difference between IDR-L and IDR-S even in this step.
Another strategy is needed to evaluate the impact of JER on invisible Higgs decays, as described in
Sec. 5.
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Figure 6: Comparison of degradation effects for di-jet mass. Generator-level information is used to isol-
ate each effect.
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Figure 7: Comparison of degradation effects for recoil mass. Generator-level information is used to
isolate each effect.
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Figure 8: Comparison of IDR-L and IDR-S with full simulation. Left: di-jet mass. Right: recoil mass.

5. Extraction of JER Contribution

In order to arrive at a relation between UL and JER which is more accurate than those previously dis-
cussed, toy MC samples for the recoil mass distribution are created using modified JER values.

5.1. Recoil Mass Resolution

The relation between the jet energy uncertainty and the recoil mass uncertainty under some assumptions
is derived here.

Assuming each jet is massless⇤, the recoil mass defined in Eq. 1 can be simplified as

m2
rec = s�2(E1 +E2)

p
s+2E1E2(1� cosq12), (8)

where q12 is the opening angle between two jets. Further assuming that the detector resolution on q12 is
much better than that on E1 or E2, we can derive the relation between JER and the uncertainty of recoil
mass as following

(Dmrec)
2 =

✓
2E1

p
s�m2

12
2mrec

◆2✓DE1

E1

◆2

+

✓
2E2

p
s�m2

12
2mrec

◆2✓DE2

E2

◆2

(9)

where m12 is the invariant mass of di-jet.
It follows that, under these assumptions, the recoil mass uncertainty is proportional to the jet (or di-

jet) energy uncertainty to first order. Nevertheless in an event by event basis, E1 and E2 can be quite
different, and m12 can differ as well, henceforth the uncertainty of recoil mass varies event by event. As
a result, even the peak region of the recoil mass distribution can not be simply described by a single
Gaussian, instead resembles a sum of Gaussians with multiple widths. The tail region of the recoil mass
is asymmetric due to asymmetric uncertainties on

p
s (due to beamstrahlung and ISR) and JER energy

(due to leptonic weak decay).

5.2. Strategy to Extract JER Contribution

The procedure of evaluating the impact of JER without non-detector effects is as follows:

1. Remove non-detector effects using generator-level information
⇤Typically, jets are not massless. This assumption is used here to simplify the discussion of the jet energy resolution

dependence of the recoil mass distribution.
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5 Extraction of JER Contribution

2. Fit the recoil mass distribution for signal with a double Gaussian function

3. Create template functions by adjusting the widths of the fitted function

4. Generate toy MC samples to obtain templates of signal

5. Evaluate upper limit on BR(h ! invisible) using the toy MC samples

First, generator-level information is used to eliminate the above-mentioned deterioration factors in the
signal sample. The resulting distribution is assumed to be dominated by JER. Second, a fit is performed
with a double-Gaussian function for the recoil mass distribution as shown in Fig. 9. Then, template
functions are created by multiplying the width parameter of the function by various factors. Toy MC
samples are created using the modified functions. The results are shown in Fig. 10. The UL is computed
using the toy MC distributions. The relation between JER and UL is thus obtained.
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Figure 9: Fit result of the recoil mass distribution using a double Gaussian function. The degradation
effects (other than JER) are removed using generator-level information.
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Figure 10: Template functions for recoil mass distributions used to create toy MC samples.
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5 Extraction of JER Contribution

5.3. Results

The results are summarized in Tables 7-8 and Fig. 11.

Table 7: 95% C.L. upper limits on the branching ratio of invisible Higgs decays, given for various con-
ditions including corrections.

condition combined UL [%]
IDR-L IDR-S

full reconstructed 0.782 0.788
w/o semi-lep. decays 0.741 0.744
w/o overlay 0.775 0.782
w/o BS 0.749 0.757
w/o ISR 0.632 0.638
w/o sld and overlay 0.726 0.731
w/o sld, overlay and BS 0.668 0.677
w/o sld, overlay, BS and ISR 0.496 0.505

Table 8: 95% C.L. upper limits on the branching ratio of invisible Higgs decays as a function of JER
factors. The results are given for the IDR-L detector model.

JER scale factor combined UL [%]
[30%/

p
E j]

0.6 0.400
0.7 0.426
0.8 0.451
0.9 0.471

(1.0) (0.496)
1.1 0.511
1.2 0.534
1.3 0.549
1.4 0.565
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Figure 11: Summary plot showing the relation between JER and UL.

6. Summary

We have evaluated the impact of jet energy resolution on the capability of the ILC for searching invisible
Higgs decays. The target benchmark process is e+e� ! qqh with h ! invisible at

p
s = 500 GeV with

two beam polarization configurations. The final observable is 95% C.L. upper limit on the branching
ratio of invisible Higgs decays. We estimated the 95% C.L. upper limit on the branching ratio of invisible
Higgs decays under the two types of ILD models, IDR-L and IDR-S, assuming an integrated luminosity
of 4 ab�1. In addition, we evaluated the various effects that contribute to the degradation of the recoil
mass distributions, which are semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm quarks, beam background from
gg interaction, beamstrahlung effect and ISR. Finally, we investigated how the upper limit varies when
JER changes and concluded that the upper limit becomes 4±1 % worse with 10 % worsening of JER.
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